INTRODUCTION
Quadrotor or Quadrotor UAV, simply called UAV, is a type of UAV that has four propellers and crosses the propeller. It can record aerial video with a miniature camera.
At present, UAV surveying mainly relies on image aerial camera to capture images. Traditional measuring cameras are not only expensive, but also require film image scanning to acquire digital images with low shooting quality and long measuring time. In this paper, a non-metric camera CCD is used for image acquisition, the advantages of CCD camera are low prices, sensor stability, and high sensitivity.
Non-metric cameras cannot directly measure because of the large distortion correction error, so it must be calibrated before carrying out aerial photography.
II. UAV IMAGE PREPROCESSING
The UAV photography system is equipped with a non-metric digital camera, which has unstable performance, uncertain orientation elements and results in optical distortion error in aerial photography. Optical distortion errors include radial distortion and decentering distortion.
The focal length of the camera is fixed in this system, so the difference in distortion is the systematic error, which produces the same image for all images collected. Correction of image distortion --Indirect method, the coordinates of the corresponding point on the original image is calculated from the coordinates on the corrected image, and the image correction is implemented with the grayscale interpolation method [2] . As shown in Figure 1 . It is a typical hierarchical data structure form, suitable for multi-resolution organization of raster data and image data, and also a kind of lossy compression of raster data or image data.
B. Image Feature Extraction
Feature extraction refers to using a computer to propose image information of the same name point in the image, After the threshold value and the basic matrix filter, the points are basically covered in the key area of the image, the distribution of pixel points is relatively uniform, and the error is low, which can meet the matching requirements of the system. The matching test image is shown in figure 3 . 
